Wheelchair Around the World

Patrick and Anne Simpson had a not so
uncommon dream to travel the world upon
their retirement. A major obstacle had to
be crossed before this dream could become
a reality. Anne, debilitated by a rare joint
disease, would be confined to a wheelchair
for much of their journey. Wheelchair
Around the World is the heartwarming and
inspiring account of a couple living out
their dream. Patrick and Anne have paved
the way for other physically challenged
travelers. This book undoubtedly will
entertain armchair and wheelchair travelers
alike, who will get a sense of these faraway
places through Simpsons firsthand
accounts. The book also includes several
appendixes and an extensive bibliography,
intended to help other physically
challenged travelers plan their own trips,
with
foreknowledge
of
wheelchair
accessible
facilities,
hotels,
and
transportation.

As a young boy, he dreamed of going on a great adventure one day, and even toyed with the idea of cycling around the
world with friends. Losing the use of hisWheels for the World is our worldwide wheelchair distribution outreach.
excluded from life in their communities because they have no way of moving around.Already a world-renowned
wheelchair athlete, this British-Columbian fulfilled a dream of wheeling around the world to make others aware of the
potential of the disabled and to raise funds for spinal cord research among other things. His 44,000 km.A celebrated
Paralympic athlete, Rick is best known as the Man In Motion, for his epic two-year wheelchair trip around the world to
create awareness about the potential of people with disabilities and raise funds for a cure for paralysis after spinal cord
injury. Cory Lee Woodards muscular dystrophy put him in a wheelchair at age 4, but it hasnt kept him from swimming
in Icelands Blue Lagoon orWheelchair Around the World [Patrick D. Simpson] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying
offers. Patrick and Anne Simpson had a not so uncommonPlayers compete in teams of four to carry the ball across the
opposing teams goal In 1990, Wheelchair Rugby appeared at the World Wheelchair Games as an Kiwi Eamon Wood
had always enjoyed throwing himself in the deep end. After his solo world tour, hes hooked.Sabine Bean Wagner from
Germany traveled around the world in her wheelchair. Its always been a life dream, Bean shared. I always wanted to
doFor years, wheelchair users have felt like second-class citizens when it comes to Around the world, cities such as
Curitiba in Brazil have managed to ensure
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